Abstract -The present availability of on-line services in Narth America and Eurape is reviewed and some differences between bibliographic and data bank services are identified. Mapping of points of access ta on-line networks shows a very uneven distributian of availability. There is little evidence of systematic planning in the past nor any sign that future plans will lead to mare availability in under-privileged areas. Costs far access to on-line services vary widely as a result of nansystematic lacation of netwark access points. In addition the duplicative develapment of an-line services prevents the growth in valums use an any ane service which can lead to economies of scale in costs. Charges made by suppliere of data bases are relatively low and likely to be unrealistically so if growth of on-line services reduces other saurces of revenue. Mare effective planning may alleviate some existing problerne and prevent the appearance of new problems.
The really remarkable development of the last year or couple of years has been the rise af data banks as opposed to bibliographic files, and yau see that about 70 out of 160 are on-line, In ather words the on-line percantage of data banks is much nigher, af the arder af 40, than with bibliographic files, where it is about 20. This of caurse is due to a number of data banks being not of the Crystallagraphic Data Centre kind, which invalve analysis, but af the pr.ime data kind, made available straight away, not related to litersture at all, by-passing the publicatian analysis and data base canstructian circuit. They are much eheaper as a result; this applies notably to statistical data banks which ere abtained as a by-product, ! 1 11 try ta run through some of these services for you in a few minutes.
Far the banefit of those who can 1 t see, these are the public operators of on-line services in Narth America and Eurape (2). At the top you see Canadian On-Line Enquiry, CAN-OLE, followed by Cammodity Information Data Service, a new-comer operating in Califarnia thraugh TeleNet, d.own ta Tymshare, in alphabetical order.
In the data base of data bases we have the following material (3): yau see the data bases an the left and the operatars an the right and yau see how much there is in chemistry. That is bibliographic. Now in the data bank field you see chemistry begins half way down (4). Yau can probably see the little heading chemistry, and there is a very large number of banks, ·it goes an for another page and a bit. You will get something mare legible presently. The remarkable thing is that there is a significant number of chemical data banks which are not available on-line and particularly in Europe.
Let 1 s lock at something mare legible and we 1 11 start off with aur transatlantic friends Lockheed and SDC (5). What I've done is to draw transpareneise far you of all they have up, and then I 1 ve underlined what can be said to be of chemical interest. So this is following Tony Kent's advice not to be cantroversial, to be descriptive. ! 1 m being non-contraversial and descriptive naw. The full underlining means that the file is wholly cancerned with chemistry and is intended for the chemical cammunity as its main thrust. The anes with the datted underlining are files which are knawn to cantein a significant amaunt of material of interest to the chemist. I 1 ve made no further distinctians, althaugh obviously the impartance to the ehernist varies very much as between for example Compendex, the chemical material of which is abaut 13%, and as we heard yesterday, PASCAL and !SI, ar SCI, where the percentage is about 30. Nevertheless in all these cases there is probably something like at least 10 to 15 per cent of chemical material. hlhether you really need it from these files or whether you can get it from Chemabs i"s something which you yourself have to decide. Now we 1 11 go through this _quickly. Not all that much from Lockheed really. Of course Lockheed at the moment is interesting in being the only on-line carrier of CASIA. SDC which is a smaller service in terms of the overall number of data bases, has a much greater chemistry density, if I may call it that, end this is notably due to its concern with things like petroleum end energy which have a streng chemical angle, end of course the Derwant patent files end RINGDOC, which certainly cater for chemical industry, possibly not quite es much for the acedernie user, although I still have to meet an acedernie user. For the banefit of our Canadian friend, there is CAN-OLE (6). Then there is our European service ESA (7). The same steadies with five important axtras es campered with the Americans: IAA end STAR, the nuclear science file, the PASCAL file, end the AGRIS file, all of which have some chemical interest. The other remarkable thing abaut ESA is its availability through three networks.
Most of these services are bibliographic; 'now I just want to go briefly through the ~ bank services. General Electric is a very large service but does not really cantein much of chemical interest, I just show you that it exists (B). There are two mein data bases from Contra! Date which are of some chemical interest (9). Techno-bank is very special in that it is an input -autput service. You can put in requests for technology end you can then get an answer later. Cyphernetics (10) a lot of non-chemical stuff which we'll gloss over, but of course of interest to, for example, industry, including chemical industry, where things like economics end business should be of some concern, end here of caurse are our data bank steadies which have been discussed at this meeting. I have learned yesterday from Dr. Kennerd that there is a third Crystallographic Date Centre file -the connectivity table file. I don't know if you know about the IPC chemical data bank, which is a data bank of chemical plant end products.
Where is all this available in Europe? I 1 11 cancantrete an Europe now. The North Americans will forgive me, but they are in a minority; more EUPAC than IUPAC really. (11) This is a map of dialable access points. You can probably recognise the shape of westarn Europe end the underlined things are place names end under the place names you see acronyms of services which are dialable from there. From a map like that you can gauge where your nearest Contra! Date or Tymshare or what have you access point is. And you see that the large clusters are in Landen, where we are naw, with several question marks which I leave you to interpret, (The fact that I put a question merk means that I don't know the answer, so you mustn't ask me: why da you put a question merk?), in The Hague in Holland, underneath the Hague in Brussels, end underneath Brussels in Paris. Then I think come Stockholm in the left top corner, end then Lausanne end Milan, end then we get down to ones or twas. And the vast majority of the singles are General Electric, so if you cut out General Electric from this map, the number of place names will be reduced to one third, end you will find that the areas outside the capitals are very badly covered. This is the first problern I would like to emphasise end that is the problern of access. If you lock at some of the plans which are around, there is no evidence'that anyone is planning ta da something about that, in other words to help the underpriviliged areas. All the plans I know of involve creaming off the capitals once more, putting up concentrators in the same old places, Frankfurt, Paris, Landen, Rome, end Amsterdam or Brussels or something. So the rich are getting richer end the paar are getting poorer. Now I will not go into network plans, but instead pass an to maney.
There ere three kinds of cash you have to pay if you use these services. You pay first of all the cannect time charge ta the operatar. This usually includes some kind of royalty to the data base supplier, say 4 dollars an hour for Chemabs, or slightly more for other things. (12) These connect-time charges are all in, in ather words the doller figures caver all except communicatian. The BRS service which is due to start up an the 1st January will compete with most of the existing services, CAN-OLE, ESA, Lockheed end SDC by affering much lower prices. Theseare actually averages. The special thing about BRS isthat they offer. contractual arrangements. You have to guarantee X hours of use per month end the more you guarantee the eheaper the unit cost becomes. You can see another problern looming end that is that everybody does it. (13) These are the files which are the most popular in terms of being up from the largest number of operetors. The new operators are proposing to cream off the steadies all over again, end one really wonders how many times one can set up Compendex before everybody goes broke. That incidentally was not a joke; the non-controversial part of my presentation is naw rapidly drawing to a close.
The other money you have to pay is network charges end here you see some of them (14). The remarkable thing about them isthat within any one of the two cantinents they 1 re about the same, about 10 dollars. And between America end Europe including the United Kingdom they 1 re about double that, about 20 dollars. TeleNet is a bit eheaper end others are a bit more expensive, but the order of magnitude is clearly about 10 dollars intracontinentally end about 20 dollars intercontinentally.
Very variable are the call charges you have to pay in order to get on to a network. I have a dateilad table of total charges here which is just to show that we do our hornewerk (15); mors importantly, here is an example you can probably read, Mlle. Moron of AFDAC has made a comparison of the three mein bibliographic services, that is ESA, LIS and SDC, as used in Paris, and arrived at the following pries figures (16). You see there that ESA and SDC cost 80 odd dollars and LIS costs 10 to 15 dollars lass. The lower connect time charge of LIS and SDC is negated to some extent by the higher network charge, but they still turn out to be cheaper, This applies to Paris, which has concentrators for nearly every service under the sun, If you apply the same underlying rates to searching in London or Stockholm, you get quite a different picture. You will see for example that in Stockholm the total is of the order of over 100 dollars, for both LIS and SDC and rather lass for ESA. The reason being that the Swedes have to dial all the wey from Stockholm to the nearest what they call cantinantel concentrator in The Hague or Brussels or whatever, and in fact the total communication charge is then much higher than the connect time charge. It's 22 plus 37 which is 59 dollere veraus 45 for the data base itself. Now this illustrates the concrete effect of certain regions in Europe being underpriviliged, and of course it equally applies to underpriviliged areas within countriss like Britain and Germany, where the north is underpriviliged as campered with the south.
Soma mors problems. The costs we talked about are the out of packet costs to the user; now who is the User? The User, as Cerlos Cuadra discavared in the survey he conducted 1~ years ago, is not the bench chemist. It's the mediater. And while I share the worry of our Chairman yesterday that we may not have enough end users araund here and at similar meetings, I don 1 t think that it is necessarily as much to worry about as some of us may think because the people we should talk to are these mediators. Mediators costmone~ and you haven't finished your account if. you tot up the other costs. You have to add a man, and a relatively expensive man because he has to be a graduate or near graduate, which means in real money between 50
and 100 thousand guilders a year. The economics of mediating organizations are crucial to the future of on-line services.
Then there are the economics of the operators. I don 1 t mean the data base suppliere, I mean the people who run the show, the on-line service.
None of them are making any huge profit and some of them are making lass than a profit. This is quite clearly because of under-use. An on-line service is very much a matter of economies of scale, in other words there is a base investment, a lump sum investment either at the beginning of a Ionger period or annually, and if you can boost use sufficiently, you're all right, and if you can 1 t then it's a very expensive operation. One search on an on-line service per year would take the Shah of Persie to run. Now the economic situation is not being helped by the appearance of new services which go for the steadies again. The thing being that as long as the earlier services are still under-used, the new ones are merely taking bits of the merket off the older ones and what I seid a few moments ago that we are lieble all of us to go broke, is not quite as imaginary as you may think.
Finally, there is the economics of the data base suppliere. The suppliere have been bad in pointing out to us, the users, that the service costs much mors than what we 1 re paying. 'On the whole the suppliere ask for relatively little money from any user of a machins readable file and from on-line users specifically. It is perhaps very strenge for a user to be saying this but my grumble against the suppliere is not that we have to pay 4 dollars an hour for the use of Chemabs Condensates but that they don't tell us that the real cost is a multiple of that and as on-line use progresses, and one hopes it does, the problern will get bigger, because people will use the other forme of service lass, perhaps not so fast but gradually, and the use of the on-line service will become a mors important source of income. If you imagine a situation in which (I 1 ve borrowed this idea from .Tony Kent) Chemabs Condensates, for the sake of argument, or the CAS data base as a whole including CASIA and the rast of it is used on-line only, that that is the sole source of income, of course a very imaginary situation, you need something like a million hours on-line a year to have it for a royalty of merely 30 dollars an hour. Now a million hours of use is something like 2 to 4 million searches, depending on whether you search in a quarter of an hour or half an hour, and that means that we have to boost our use 20 to 40 fold world-wide before we achieve anything like that sort of situation. I think suppliers should talk to us, the users, mors in planning their services. Soma of them do, others notoriously don 1 t.
But above all, I think that if we are to spend extra money and that is often tax money, we should spend it on supporting, spreading, and supplementing services rather than inventing them all over again.
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